Abstract-In a peer-to-peer overlay network, the phenomenon of multiple overlay links sharing bottleneck physical links leads to correlation of overlay link capacities. We are able to more accurately model the overlay by incorporating these linear capacity constraints (LCCs). We formulate the problem of maximizing bandwidth in overlay multicast using our LCC model. We show that finding a maximum bandwidth multicast tree in an overlay network with LCC is NP-complete. Therefore, an efficient heuristics algorithm is designed to solve the problem. Extensive simulations show that our algorithm is able to construct multicast trees that are optimal or extremely close to optimal, with significantly higher bandwidth than trees formed in overlays with no LCC. Furthermore, we develop a fully distributed algorithm for obtaining near-optimal multicast trees, by means of gossip-based algorithms and a restricted but inherently distributed class of LCC (node-based LCC). We demonstrate that the distributed algorithm converges quickly to the centralized optimal and is highly scalable.
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INTRODUCTION
W E consider the problem of maximizing the bandwidth of application-layer multicast in overlay networks. Overlay links map to paths in the low-level network. When overlay links map to paths that share a common physical link, the sum of the capacities of the overlay links is constrained by the capacity of the shared physical link. We say these overlay links are correlated in capacity. Some existing work, however, view the overlay as a regular network graph where capacities of links are simply scalars that are their unicast bandwidths. We refer to this as the independent overlay model, as it models overlay link capacities as uncorrelated, independent entities. Other related work considers location-aware or topology-aware overlays (e.g., [1] and [2] ). They either focus on end-to-end latencies or assume that the underlying IP-layer topology is known. In comparison, we seek to focus on end-to-end bandwidth and believe that it is prohibitively expensive-and thus not feasible-to discover the entire AS-level topology using overlay probing techniques (such as traceroute), just for the sake of improving overlay performance.
We introduced linear capacity constraints (LCCs) as a formulation of link correlations in overlays. Instead of scalars, the overlay links are assigned capacity variables and linear constraints of these variables express the hidden link correlations. For instance, suppose two overlay links u and v map to paths that share the physical link e with capacity cðeÞ, this link correlation would give rise to the LCC x u þ x v cðeÞ, where x u and x v are the respective capacity variables for u and v. The LCC overlay is simply an overlay graph with variables for the link capacities together with a set of LCC.
We now use a simple example to illustrate how better multicast trees can be obtained in an LCC overlay than in the traditional independent overlay. Consider the simple overlay network in Fig. 1a . There are two planes: the upper plane is the overlay network; the lower plane is the lowlevel IP network with paths that connect the overlay nodes (r1 and r2 are routers). A maximum bandwidth tree one obtains in the independent overlay (i.e., upper plane) is shown in Fig. 1b . The actual achievable bandwidth of this tree is only 50, because overlay links ðu; vÞ and ðu; wÞ share the low-level bottleneck link ðr1; r2Þ. Now, we consider the LCC overlay. We use the LCCs cðu; vÞ þ cðu; wÞ 100 and cðv; wÞ 99 (where cðu; vÞ is the capacity variable for link ðu; vÞ, and so forth). A maximum bandwidth tree found this way is shown in Fig. 1c ; it has the achievable bandwidth of 99. By assigning variables instead of scalars to overlay links and using LCCs, we were able to find a tree with higher bandwidth.
The above example is extremely simplified, it only serves to motivate our endeavor in this paper. For the remainder of this paper, we will study the problem of optimizing bandwidth in constructing overlay multicast trees. We define three metrics to measure the performance and quality of an overlay multicast tree. We show that the optimal multicast tree found in an independent overlay cannot reliably achieve high bandwidth, due to its fundamental weakness of being unable to accurately represent the true network topology.
We formulate the new problem of overlay multicast in the LCC overlay: Given an overlay with a set of LCC, how do we find a highest bandwidth multicast tree? We show that this problem is NP-complete. We propose a heuristics algorithm to solve this problem. Through extensive simulations, we compare the performance of multicast trees constructed in the independent overlay, and those found by our algorithm using LCC overlays. Our algorithm always obtains near-optimal trees, converges quickly, and is scalable for increasing network sizes.
Furthermore, we designed a fully distributed algorithm. The algorithm ensures the preservation of the tree topology as nodes execute protocols in an entirely distributed and asynchronous manner. The algorithm, moreover, does not rely on the assumption of any global information. Gossipbased algorithms are utilized to efficiently estimate and gather global statistics. Then, each node acts independently and asynchronously to improve the tree bandwidth. Through simulations, we demonstrate that the distributed algorithm consistently performs as well as its centralized counterpart.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We discuss related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we present definitions of LCC and the metrics. The problem of finding high-bandwidth multicast trees is presented in Section 4, as well as the (centralized) heuristics algorithm. We evaluate this algorithm in Section 5. An overview of the distributed algorithm is presented in Section 6; its formal presentation is given in Sections 7 and 8, and it is evaluated in Section 9. Section 10 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Distributed algorithms for general-purpose overlay construction were proposed by Young et al. [3] and Shen [4] . Application-specific proposals have been made for various overlay services, including overlay multicast [5] , [6] , content distribution [7] , [8] , [9] , and multimedia streaming [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . In [7] , a distributed algorithm is proposed to find an optimal set of content distribution trees; the technique of distributing different file pieces on multiple trees is used. A mesh-based peer-to-peer streaming mechanism is proposed in [10] for the delivery of live content that incorporates swarming content delivery. An empirical investigation of the Coolstreaming peer-to-peer live streaming system is presented in [11] ; also relevant is a previous work by Ratnasamy et al. [1] ; a distributed binning scheme is designed for forming unstructured overlay networks, with the focus on latency.
All of the above proposals view and treat overlay links as independent. However, we have studied the new problem of high-bandwidth data dissemination in a multicast tree within the framework of overlays with LCCs. In our previous paper [15] , we only studied the problem of overlay unicast (widest path and maximum flow) and did not consider the problem of overlay multicast. Likewise, in this paper (as opposed to [15] ), the metrics are defined differently with respect to multicast trees, and the stress metric defined here is new.
Recent work by Tsang et al. [16] identified a number of data transfer patterns that cause suboptimal bandwidth usage of bottleneck links. They proposed a solution that involves topologically close receivers to request data in a coordinated way. Another recent work by Kim et al. [17] proposes a protocol to eliminate probed bottlenecks in an overlay multicast tree. Our work is distinct from theirs in formalizing link correlations using LCCs and thus being able to find an efficient and distributed algorithm based on node-based LCC. We also rigorously define the metrics of accuracy, efficiency, and stress, which not only quantitatively measure performance but also provide crucial insight into the quality of overlay networks in general. By formalizing the LCC overlay model and by conceptually separating LCC overlay construction and finding multicast trees using LCC, we are able to 1) prove that finding the optimal overlay multicast tree is NP-complete and 2) develop fully distributed algorithms, which consistently achieve performance that is remarkably close to the optimal. Our evaluation of the performance is based on comparing against a rigorously determined upper bound of the optimal.
LINEAR CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS IN OVERLAY NETWORKS
An overlay is a hierarchical network comprising two levels: the lower level is the IP network of routers and physical links, while the higher level is an application-layer network of end systems (overlay nodes) and virtual links (overlay links). A virtual link is the unicast connection between two overlay nodes; it maps to a path of physical links in the lowlevel network, which is determined by IP routing. It is possible that two overlay links map to paths that share a bottleneck physical link. Obviously, the sum of the capacities of these overlay links is bounded by the capacity of the underlying bottleneck link. We say these two overlay links are correlated in capacity. Our proposal is to model the overlay by explicitly expressing link correlations as LCCs. We will show that the LCC overlay model is necessary for ensuring overlay quality, and in particular, for yielding the highest bandwidth in overlay data dissemination. Many previous proposals of algorithms and protocols for overlay networks have adopted, implicitly or explicitly, a model of the overlay as a traditional flat network rather than hierarchical. That is, they do not specifically take into consideration overlay link correlations; they assume that overlay links are all independent. Henceforth, we will refer to this as the independent overlay model. In the independent model, an overlay network is viewed as a weighted graph where the edges are overlay links weighted by their unicast bandwidth and delay. A representative generic scheme of constructing an overlay with the aim of optimizing bandwidth is: each node selects its neighbors by choosing k adjacent links with the highest unicast bandwidth.
We use the example in Fig. 2 to illustrate the disadvantage of the independent model and to introduce and show the advantage of the LCC model.
The example network in Fig. 2a contains four overlay nodes, A-D, and four low-level routers, r1-r4. The overlay graph is given in Fig. 2b , in which the overlay links are labeled by their independent unicast bandwidths. Fig. 2b is the case when k is 3 in the above construction scheme based on the independent model; it is not hard to see that the following reasoning will also hold for k ¼ 2 or 1.
In the independent model, the highest bandwidth multicast tree in this overlay graph 1 is shown in Fig. 2c . Although the predicted bandwidth of the tree is 3, it can be seen that the achievable bandwidth of the tree is 1 because all three links in the tree share a single bottleneck physical link ðr2; r3Þ with a capacity of 3.
In the LCC model, instead of links labeled by numbers, the capacity of each overlay link is represented by a variable and a set of linear constraints are used to formulate link correlations. For instance, the above link correlation among the three overlay links can be easily captured by the constraint x AC þ x AD þ x CB 3, where x AC is the capacity variable for link ðA; CÞ and so on. The complete set of LCCs is given in matrix form as follows:
The LCC overlay is the overlay graph with link capacity variables together with the set of LCC. To find a highest bandwidth multicast tree in this LCC overlay, one can devise a simple variant of the algorithm for regular graphs. The difference is that every time a link is considered for selection, its capacity (instead of a fixed number) is computed as its fair share of the capacities in the LCC with the set of already selected links. The tree thus obtained is given in Fig. 2d . In this case, the achievable bandwidth is 2, the same as the predicted bandwidth.
The highest bandwidth tree obtained in the LCC overlay has twice the bandwidth of that in the independent overlay. Moreover, it is easy to see that the LCC tree in fact achieves the optimum multicast tree bandwidth. From this example, we can observe that the achievable bandwidth of the independent overlay is low because it lacks accuracy in representing the true network topology. In the LCC overlay, however, the incorporation of link correlations results in an accurate representation of underlying topology, and hence, an optimal multicast tree can be found.
Formal Definitions of LCC and Metrics
We now present formal definitions of LCC overlay and several metrics that measure the performance and quality of overlay multicast trees.
The two-level hierarchy of an overlay network can be formulated as consisting of . a low-level (IP) graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ; each low-level link e 2 E has a capacity of cðeÞ ! 0.
The formulation of capacity constraints in the overlay graph b G is where LCC overlay departs from independent overlay. The independent overlay is defined as follows: Each row i in ðC; bÞ is a constraint of the form P b e:Cði;b eÞ¼1 x b e bðiÞ.
Overlay (or Predicted) Bandwidth
Given any tree T in either the independent overlay or the LCC overlay, we observe that there exists the notion of the overlay bandwidth of T . The overlay bandwidth of a tree can be thought of as its predicted bandwidth in a certain overlay model. Because tree construction algorithms in overlays rely solely on predicted bandwidth to optimize tree formation, this is a crucial concept to clarify and study in these two distinct overlay models. For a tree T in the independent overlay ð b G; b cÞ, the overlay bandwidth of T is the minimum bandwidth link in T as given by b c, or formally, minfb cðb eÞ : b e 2 T g. As for a tree T in an LCC overlay ð b G; C; bÞ, the overlay bandwidth of T can be obtained by the following procedure. For each constraint ðC i ; b i Þ (ith row in C, b), 1 . The tree can be found by an all-widest paths algorithm that is a variant of Dijkstra's all-shortest paths. compute the bandwidth allocated to every link j 2 T for which
That is, i ðjÞ is the bandwidth allocated to j in T by the ith constraint. Considering all constraints together, the allocated bandwidth of link j in T is j ¼ minf i ðjÞ : i ¼ 1 . . . mg, where m is number of rows in C. Finally, the overlay bandwidth of T is ðT Þ ¼ minfðjÞ : j 2 T g. G residing on top of G. First, for each low-level edge e, equal shares of its capacity are allocated to overlay edges in T . It follows that an overlay edge b e has a bandwidth allocation from every low-level edge to which b e maps. The achievable bandwidth of b e is the minimum of all these allocations. Finally, the minimum of achievable bandwidths of all overlay edges in T is the achievable bandwidth of T , G ðT Þ. The procedure for obtaining G ðT Þ is summarized in Fig. 3 . The following verifies the correctness of the procedure.
Proposition. Given an overlay h b G; G; P i and any overlay tree T b G, the highest bandwidth that T can achieve is G ðT Þ obtained by the procedure in Fig. 3 .
Proof. For each overlay edge b e in T , its bandwidth T ðb eÞ is assigned the minimum of its allocations from low-level edges mapped from b e. Consequently, at each low-level edge e, the T of each mapped overlay edge is no greater than its allocation, hence the sum of T s cannot exceed the capacity of e. Since G ðT Þ is the minimum of the T s, it is obvious that G ðT Þ does not violate any low-level capacity and is hence feasible.
Because the bandwidth metric is concave and the bandwidth of a tree is the minimum bandwidth of its edges, the achievable bandwidth of T must be no greater than the minimum of all allocations given out by lowlevel edges. To maximize the bandwidth of T , one is actually maximizing the minimum of the allocations by low-level edges. It is easy to see that to maximize the minimum, a low-level edge should assign equal allocations. Therefore, the G ðT Þ obtained by the procedure is the highest bandwidth T can achieve. t u
We proceed now to present definitions of three metrics: accuracy, efficiency, and stress. Accuracy is the ratio of the overlay or predicted bandwidth of a tree over its achievable bandwidth. Efficiency is the ratio of achievable bandwidth of a tree over the optimum tree bandwidth. Stress is defined for low-level links that are mapped by overlay tree links; it is essentially the load placed on a low-level link by the overlay tree, normalized by the link capacity. The formal definitions are given below.
Definition 3 (accuracy).
The accuracy of a multicast tree T in an overlay network hG; b G; P i is
Definition 4 (efficiency). The efficiency of a multicast tree T in an overlay network hG; b G; P i is
where T opt is an optimum multicast tree in hG; b G; P i.
Definition 5 (stress).
The stress of a low-level edge e 2 E due to a multicast tree T in an overlay network hG; b G; P i is
where cðeÞ is the capacity of e. Our definition of stress is original; unlike the stress metric in [5] , our stress metric normalizes the number of overlay links by the capacity of the physical link. The reasoning is that a physical link with a huge capacity can provide high bandwidth to each overlay link mapped to it, even if there are many.
MULTICAST TREE WITH LINEAR CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS 4.1 MTC Is NP-Complete
We showed above that by using LCC, the bandwidth of multicast trees can be significantly increased. Now, we are faced with the question of how to obtain the highest bandwidth multicast tree in an LCC graph. We state the problem of highest bandwidth multicast tree with LCC (MTC) as a decision problem as follows:
INSTANCE. An LCC graph ðG; C; bÞ, where G ¼ ðV ; EÞ and ðC; bÞ are LCC; a positive integer B.
QUESTION. Is there a multicast tree T for G such that the bandwidth of T is ! B?
Theorem. MTC is NP-complete.
Proof. MTC is in NP because given an LCC graph ðG; C; bÞ, a positive integer B, and a multicast tree T for G, the bandwidth T can be computed by the polynomial-time procedure in Section 3.1 for obtaining the overlay bandwidth of T in an LCC overlay.
To show that MTC is NP-complete, we reduce the NP-complete problem Degree-Constrained Spanning Tree (DST) [18] to MTC; the problem DST is defined as follows:
INSTANCE. Graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, positive integer K jV j.
QUESTION. Is there a spanning tree for G in which no vertex has degree larger than K?
Given an instance of DST, G ¼ ðV ; EÞ and K, we transform it to an instance of MTC. We let G remain the same and add some LCC. For every node u 2 V , a constraint is formed: P e2incðuÞ x e K Á B, where incðuÞ denotes the set of edges incident to u. This transformation can obviously be done in polynomial time.
Suppose a spanning tree T exists in G for which no node has degree larger than K. That is, jincðuÞj K, 8u 2 V . Then, assigning B to each edge in T implies that x e ¼ B or 0. It follows that P e2incðuÞ x e K Á B, 8u 2 V . Thus, T is a multicast tree that satisfies all the LCC and ðT Þ ¼ B.
In the other direction, suppose a multicast tree T has bandwidth B 0 ! B. If a node u 2 T has degree greater than K, i.e., jincðuÞj
which violates the constraint imposed. Therefore, no node has degree greater than K. Clearly, T is a solution of DST. t u
Heuristics Algorithm
In Section 4.1, we showed that the problem of finding the highest bandwidth multicast tree with LCC is NP-complete. Therefore, we propose a heuristics algorithm to solve the problem in this section. The evaluation of the algorithm will be deferred to Section 5.
The input is an LCC graph ð b G; C; bÞ. The goal is to find a high-bandwidth multicast tree. The main idea of the algorithm is to begin with an initial tree and make incremental improvements by replacing, at each iteration, the lowest bandwidth edge with a higher bandwidth one, thereby increasing the bandwidth of the tree. For every edge replacement, the algorithm preserves the topology of a multicast tree, i.e., a tree spanning all receiver nodes.
The initial multicast tree is found by first forming a regular graph G with edges weighted with independent edge capacities (numbers). This is easily done by setting minfb i : Cði; eÞ ¼ 1g to be the capacity for each edge e 2 b G. Note that this corresponds exactly to an independent overlay with unicast bandwidths for the edges. A highest bandwidth multicast tree is found in G and set to be the initial tree, let it be denoted T 0 . The algorithm then incrementally improves the tree by always replacing the worst edge with a better edge, if possible, while maintaining the spanning tree structure.
The algorithm, which we call High-bandwidth Multicast Tree with LCC (HMTC), is summarized in Fig. 4 .
We reuse the example overlay network in Fig. 2 to illustrate the algorithm. The overlay graph along with the LCC ðC; bÞ is given in Fig. 5a . For simplicity of presentation, we let UV denote the capacity variable of edge ðU; V Þ.
In the graph in Fig. 5a , the numbers labeling the edges are the independent edge capacities. For the graph with independent edge capacities, a highest bandwidth multicast tree is found: T 0 in Fig. 5b . The LCC of T 0 is listed on the right of T 0 in the figure. The LCC of T 0 , C T0 , is LCC (of the graph) ðC; bÞ intersected with T 0 so that they only contain capacity variables of edges from T 0 . In this instance, there is only one constraint in LCC of T 0 : AC þ AD þ BC 3. Each T 0 edge is thus allocated an equal bandwidth of 1. The bandwidth of T 0 is the minimum of allocated bandwidths of its edges, in this case, 1.
The worst edge, one with the lowest bandwidth allocated by the LCC of T 0 , is selected to be replaced. Since all three edges have lowest bandwidth, any one can be selected, say edge AC. We want to find another edge XY such that by removing AC and adding XY to form T 1 , T 1 is a multicast tree and the bandwidth of T 1 (allocated by the LCC of T 1 ) is higher than the bandwidth of T 0 . In other words, XY connects the subtree under AC, i.e., subtree rooted at node C, with the rest of the tree. The resulting new tree also has improved bandwidth. Edge CD satisfies the above conditions; the removal of AC and the new tree T 1 formed by adding CD can be seen in Figs. 5c and 5d, respectively. The LCC of T 1 and the bandwidths allocated to the edges are given as well. The bandwidth of T 1 is 1.5, an improvement on T 0 . Now, the above edge replacement procedure is repeated for T 1 . The new tree T 2 is shown in Fig. 5f ; its bandwidth is 2. At this point, none of the three edges can be replaced by another edge to improve the tree bandwidth and the algorithm terminates.
Effectiveness of HMTC Algorithm in Minimizing Stress
It is not hard to see that with our definition of stress (4), minimizing stress maximizes bandwidth. In a multicast tree, the overlay link with the lowest bandwidth determines the bandwidth of the tree, i.e., receiver bandwidth. Therefore, to maximize multicast bandwidth, one should minimize the maximum stress in the underlying network. The HMTC algorithm attempts to accomplish exactly this: minimizing maximum link stress of underlying physical network. To analyze the ability of HMTC to minimize stress, we visually examine low-level link stress. For ease of visual representation, we find it convenient to slightly modify the definition of stress. Recall that the stress of a low-level link e is (number of overlay links mapped to e)/(the capacity of e). The modified definition is essentially stress ratio: for e, it is the ratio of stress of e over the minimum stress of all low-level links with at least one overlay link mapped to them, rounded to the nearest integer not greater than it. Stress ratio measures stress levels, 1 being the lowest; for instance, 3 means the links has three times the stress of a link with stress ratio 1. Henceforth, we will refer to stress ratio as stress, since the former is only a certain normalized form of the latter.
Visual representation of link stress is accomplished by stress graphs. A stress graph is a graph of low-level links that have overlay links mapped to them, and for each link between a pair of nodes ðu; vÞ, the number of edges connecting u and v in the stress graph is the stress of link ðu; vÞ.
Just to illustrate how HMTC incrementally minimizes the maximum link stress after each iteration of the algorithm, we revisit our example in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 6 , we show the stress graphs of the trees constructed at each iteration of HMTC. It can be seen that the worst link stress progressively decreases as the algorithm progresses.
We shall elaborate more on the relationship between reducing stress and increasing efficiency (i.e., multicast bandwidth) in Section 5, where we evaluate the performance, convergence, and scalability of the algorithm.
EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE AND CONVERGENCE
In this section, we evaluate the performance and convergence of our heuristics algorithm HMTC that finds a highbandwidth multicast tree in an LCC overlay. Two types of LCCs are considered: complete LCC-the complete set of LCC that expresses all link correlations and node-based LCC-every constraint contains only links incident to the same node. We also consider optimal (i.e., highest bandwidth) multicast trees in independent overlays (i.e., without LCC), without using HMTC. We compare these three cases: optimal independent tree, HMTC with complete LCC, and HMTC with node LCC. To be succinct, we will refer to optimal independent tree as Independent, HMTC with complete LCC as Complete-LCC, and HMTC with nodebased LCC as Node-LCC. We will, moreover, evaluate the convergence and scalability of HMTC.
For the purpose of generating realistic network topologies, we use an Internet topology generator, BRITE [19] , which is based on power-law degree distributions.
2 Networks of various sizes are generated using BRITE and a fraction of the nodes with the lowest degrees (mostly 1 or 2) is selected to be the overlay nodes. Random distribution is used for assigning bandwidth to low-level links.
Performance Metrics
For measuring performance and quality, the metrics we use are efficiency, accuracy, and stress; their definitions are given previously in Section 3.1. For stress, we continue to use stress ratio (and stress graph) for evaluation purposes, 2. A seminal paper [20] revealed that degree distribution in the Internet is a power law.
as in Section 4.3. Recall that the efficiency of a tree T measures how close the bandwidth of T is to the optimal, specifically, it is the ratio of the achievable bandwidth of T over optimal multicast tree bandwidth. However, as shown in Section 4.1, finding optimal bandwidth multicast trees in graphs with link capacity correlations-i.e., in overlay networks-is NP-complete. Thus, to compute the efficiency metric, instead of the exact optimal, which is hard to find, we use an upper bound of the optimal: the optimal independent tree bandwidth.
To summarize, we evaluate the performance of HMTC using the following calculations of the efficiency and accuracy metrics:
. Efficiency of high-level tree T is its achievable bandwidth over the optimal independent tree bandwidth. . Accuracy of T is its achievable bandwidth over its predicted bandwidth. . Stress ratio of low-level link e is its stress over the minimum nonzero stress of low-level links. Again, we will be using the terms "stress" and "stress ratio" interchangeably.
Efficiency and Accuracy
We compare the efficiency and accuracy of three types of multicast trees: optimal independent trees (Independent), trees given by HMTC with complete LCC (Complete-LCC), and those with node-based LCC (Node-LCC).
First, we study the effect of different ratios of overlay size to low-level size, by fixing low-level network size to 300 and varying the percentage of overlay nodes from 10 percent to 80 percent.
Efficiency for the three types of trees is plotted against the ratio of overlay to low-level size, as shown in Fig. 7a . The efficiency of Complete-LCC is almost always optimal; this can be attributed to the effectiveness of the heuristics algorithm HMTC.
Node-LCC follows Complete-LCC remarkably closely in efficiency for all overlay-to-network ratios of less than 60 percent. In realistic scenarios, such as in the Internet, overlay nodes are always greatly outnumbered by low-level nodes. Therefore, we can say that for all realistic overlay percentages, Node-LCC is near optimal.
Efficiency of Independent trees is by far the lowest. Its curve has a narrow peak at 40 percent overlay nodes and sharply declines on both sides. The shape can be explained. When overlay nodes are few, they have long paths between them, containing more links, hence higher likelihood of link sharing. Yet, higher densities of overlay nodes imply more overlay links, therefore more collisions on the same physical links. Both scenarios result in high link correlation and thus lower bandwidth allocated to overlay links. Intuitively, there may exist a middle ground where paths are not so long and overlay links are not so dense, such that the overloading of bottleneck links is minimized. This optimum point seems to be at 40 percent here.
The plot of accuracy versus overlay percentage can be seen in Fig. 7b . Complete-LCC is always perfectly accurate, due to its complete link correlation information. An encouraging observation here is that Node-LCC accuracy is greater than 80 percent for all networks with less than 60 percent overlay nodes, i.e., for all realistic overlays. For Independent trees, accuracy is exactly the same as efficiency, with respect to the slightly modified definition of efficiency in Section 5.1.
The next parameter we vary is the total network size, from 100 to 6,000 nodes, while keeping the percentage of overlay nodes at a constant 10 percent, a value that we believe is realistic. Efficiency is shown in Fig. 8a and accuracy in Fig. 8b .
In this experiment, the efficiency and accuracy graphs are almost indistinguishable. The efficiency of Complete-LCC is again almost always optimal. Node-LCC efficiency is also optimal for a vast majority of network sizes, and when it is not, it is within 20 percent of the Complete-LCC efficiency. The Independent efficiency generally demonstrates poor performance for most network sizes.
It can be concluded from the good performance of both Complete-and Node-LCC that the heuristics algorithm HMTC demonstrates effectiveness in exploiting link correlation information (in the form of LCC) to obtain optimal trees. In contrast, the Independent overlay rarely exhibits good performance because it ignores link correlations, leading to inaccuracy of representing the real network and hence cannot be consistent in finding the optimal tree. The extreme similarity between respective efficiency and accuracy curves implies that it is crucial to strive for accuracy by explicitly taking into consideration link correlations.
Stress
To further investigate the underlying cause of poor performance of the Independent overlay and the good performance of LCC overlays, we visually examine lowlevel link stress-its severity and distribution-imposed by the trees for Independent, Complete-LCC and Node-LCC.
With a fixed network size and overlay-to-low-level ratio, for each of the three trees (Independent, Complete-and Node-LCC), its constituent (overlay) links are mapped to the low-level and the stress placed by them on all the low-level edges is visually presented in the stress graph. Recall that the stress graph contains only low-level edges with at least one overlay tree link mapped to it. For every low-level edge ðu; vÞ with stress s, in the stress graph, s multiple edges are drawn between node u and node v. Recall that stress as defined in Section 5.1 takes on integer values greater than or equal to 1. In this manner, we are able to visualize link stress at a glance. Higher link stress easily shows in more multiple edges or a thicker line between two nodes.
Consider the scenario of network size 100 and overlay ratio 10 percent; it corresponds to the 100 point on the x-axis of the efficiency graph in Fig. 8a . The stress graphs are shown in Fig. 9 . The Independent stress graph in Fig. 9a clearly shows three thick trunks, indicating heavy stress. This is confirmed by the distribution of stress shown in the top graph in Fig. 10 : three links have higher stress. The stress graphs of Complete-LCC and Node-LCC are in Figs. 9b and 9c, respectively. In this particular scenario, they look the same, containing only relatively thin lines between nodes, i.e., links have relatively low stress. Their distributions of stress, bottom two graphs in Fig. 10 , show that the maximum stress is half of that for Independent.
Herein lies the reason for optimal efficiency of Complete-LCC and Node-LCC and for poor efficiency of Independent, as seen in Fig. 8a at the value of 100 on x-axis (the first point on the curves). The maximum link stress placed by the Independent tree is twice as high as the maximum link stress caused by the two LCC trees. Incidentally, the fact that Independent efficiency is roughly half of that of the two LCC is a convincing indication that our definition of stress is good in representing the load placed on a link relative to its capacity.
We observe that the virtue of HMTC with LCC is its success in choosing overlay links that spread load evenly among the low-level links, minimizing stress placed on any single link. The success is prominent even with the much restricted Node-LCC.
In a different scenario of 200 network nodes, 10 percent of which are overlay nodes, the three stress graphs are given in Fig. 11 . It is obvious that a low-level link in the Independent stress graph, in Fig. 11a , has much higher stress than all the rest-visually, it is an extra thick trunk in the right part of the graph. The distribution of stress in the top graph in Fig. 12 shows that there is a link with stress greater than 25, whereas maximum stress for both LCCs is 5. Correspondingly, the Independent efficiency is less than 1/5 of the efficiency of both Complete-LCC and Node-LCC, as given by the second point on the curves in Fig. 8a .
We examine a third scenario where the efficiency of all three trees are different, the network size is 700 with 10 percent overlay nodes; it corresponds to the seventh point on the efficiency curves in Fig. 8a . The stress graphs in Fig. 13 still show Node-LCC and Complete-LCC to be similar, while stress for Independent is clearly higher in a few links. Fig. 14 informs that the highest stress for Node-LCC is between those for Complete-LCC and Independent, leaning more to Complete-LCC-this is reflected in their respective efficiencies.
Convergence and Scalability
We analyze the convergence of our algorithm HMTC in Fig. 15a (for various overlay ratios) and Fig. 15b (for various network sizes). For a fixed network of 300 nodes and increasing overlay ratios, the (normalized) tree bandwidth attained is plotted against the number of rounds that has been executed in the algorithm. At each round, a link is selected to be potentially replaced; it is replaced only if another link can be found to improve the bandwidth. This is why there are instances where even though the number of rounds has increased, the tree bandwidth does not improve.
It can be seen from the convergence graph that the final bandwidth is always reached in a small number of rounds, for all overlay ratios. Although the number of rounds required to converge increases slightly for higher overlay ratios, it remains small. We do not show the cases of higher overlay ratios to maintain clarity in the graph, but for all ratios up to 80 percent, the algorithm converges in less than 50 rounds. The scalability of the algorithm is supported by the fact that similar convergence occurs for network sizes up to the high thousands. Moreover, in our simulations, we set the maximum number of rounds to be 100. Hence, the algorithm never runs for more than 100 rounds and still yields the near-optimal efficiency for all network sizes.
OVERVIEW OF DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM
In this section, we present an overview of the completely distributed algorithm we propose that is based on the treeimproving algorithm. The formal treatment of the distributed algorithm is deferred to Section 8. Several challenges arise when extending the centralized algorithm to a distributed one to achieve the same objective:
1. Each node can no longer be assumed to possess global knowledge of Complete-LCC. 2. Due to lack of global topology information, it is not immediately obvious how to determine the link with the worst bandwidth in the tree. More generally, how does a node decide whether an adjacent link has too low a bandwidth and, thus, initiate a tree restructure by replacing it? 3. In the centralized algorithm, tree restructuring actions taken by different nodes are synchronized so that no cycles are introduced and, hence, the tree topology is preserved. However, in the distributed case, nodes initiate tree restructuring asynchronously, which may result in the forming of cycles and loss of the tree structure.
Constructing an LCC Overlay
The first difficulty is resolved by using (inherently decentralized) node-based LCC instead. To be precise, every node has only the LCC that contain links adjacent to itself. We have previously proposed, in [15] , a decentralized scheme for constructing an LCC overlay. In this scheme, every overlay node strategically probes to obtain its own set of node-based LCC. That is, for each node, its set of LCC contains only capacity variables of its incident links. Because this is out of the scope of this paper and also due to space constraint, we do not reproduce the details of our LCC overlay construction scheme. In brief, it is based on an existing efficient technique for detecting shared bottlenecks, proposed by Katabi et al. [21] , [22] . In our scheme, the nodebased LCC are obtained in iterations of increasing refinement. Our simulation results showed that nearly complete node-based LCC can be discovered in a small number of refinement stages. The second and third problems listed at the beginning of this section are considerably more complicated to solve. We elaborate on how to address them in the remainder of this section as well as the next two sections.
Gossip-Based Node Decision for Tree Restructure
Every node must decide, in a decentralized fashion, whether it should initiate a tree restructuring. The decision procedure should satisfy the following requirements:
. A node decides to restructure to replace an adjacent link only if that link has one of the lowest bandwidths. . The number of concurrent restructuring nodes should be controlled to be less than a certain percentage, , of the total number of peer nodes. . Any global statistics used in the decision procedure should be obtainable in a distributed, efficient, and scalable way. . Every node should make the decision entirely on its own, locally. Now, we proceed to present a distributed decision procedure for restructuring, which satisfies all of the above requirements. The global statistics needed for the decision are gathered using gossip-based algorithms [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] that estimate aggregate information in large-scale peerto-peer networks.
Gathering Global Statistics
Kempe et al. proposed gossip-based algorithms [23] for computation of global aggregate information. In particular, the algorithms are able to estimate sums and quantiles (through random sampling) of numerical elements stored at the nodes. In a network of n nodes with each node holding a value x i , the gossip-based algorithm can find the sum and quantile of these values. We use the sum estimation to obtain the total number of peers. This can be trivially done by storing at each node the integer 1. The completely decentralized, gossip-based algorithm to compute the total number of nodes is given in Fig. 16 ; it is a slightly modified version of the algorithm proposed in [23] for computing averages. In [23] , it was shown that in at most Oðlog n þ log 1 þ log 1 Þ, with probability at least 1 À , the relative error in the estimate is within .
We use the quantile computation to estimate the lowest and highest link bandwidths in the tree. To do this, each node holds a set M i of values, which are the measured bandwidths of all its adjacent links. The algorithm from [23] essentially finds a value that is close to the largest, with high probability, in a decentralized way. At the start, the entire set of values-i.e., the union of all M i 's-are considered. In each round, a pivot value is chosen from among the remaining values uniformly at random. Then, the number of values larger than the pivot is counted, and the algorithm recurses in this subinterval. This estimates the highest link bandwidth; the same algorithm can be used to estimate the lowest link bandwidth. The number of rounds required is Oððlog m þ log 1 Þ Á ðlog n þ log m þ log log 1 ÞÞ, where m is the size of the union of all M i 's, and 1 À is the probability of finding the desired value.
The lengths of all messages are bounded by the largest number of bits to encode the values being held at each node, which is Oðlog n þ k log bÞ, where n is the total number of nodes, k is the highest number of neighbors a node may have, and b is the largest link bandwidth. This should be multiplied by the number of rounds to obtain the total message overhead, which is the sum of the number of rounds for estimation of number of nodes and estimation of the highest and lowest link bandwidths, as given above.
Restructuring Candidates
Let B min and B max denote, respectively, the lowest and highest link bandwidths obtained by the gossip algorithms. Each node decides whether it is a candidate for restructuring, by comparing its adjacent link bandwidths with B min and B max . At this stage, the node assumes a uniform distribution of bandwidth bounded by B min and B max . The node considers itself a restructuring candidate if an adjacent link has a bandwidth less than B min þ Á ðB max À B min Þ, i.e., within percent of the lowest bandwidth.
However, there may be too many candidate nodes, if the bandwidth distribution is too skewed from uniformity. To control the number of concurrent restructuring nodes, we must take additional measures.
Controlling Percentage of Restructuring Nodes
First, we estimate the number of restructuring candidates. Each node stores 1 if it is a candidate and 0 otherwise. Using the gossip-based algorithm for sums, each node can obtain an estimate of the total number of candidates, N 0 .
Let N be the estimated total number of peer nodes. To keep the percentage of restructuring nodes less than , each candidate node simply computes a bias ¼ minð Á N N 0 ; 1Þ. Then, it tosses a -biased coin and only proceeds with restructuring if the outcome is head. It is easy to see that even for large N 0 , the maximum number of restructuring nodes is Á N 0 ¼ Á N, as desired.
Preserving Tree Topology with Asynchronous Tree Restructures
Once a node has determined that it should replace an adjacent link and initiate a tree restructure, it still needs to take measures to avoid introducing cycles and, equivalently, disconnecting the multicast graph. When a node u decides to initiate a tree restructure, we call u a restructor and the subtree of which u is the root u's subtree.
After a node u decides to undertake a tree restructure by replacing the link uv, where v is u's current parent in the tree, the procedure of a complete tree restructure is broken down as follows: 1) u selects a neighbor w such that link uw is better than uv; 2) u disconnects itself and hence its subtree from its old parent v; and 3) u reconnects to the tree by adding the link uw and thus attaching its subtree to its new parent w. Some thought will reveal the possible causes of cycles forming when different nodes asynchronously decide to restructure the tree. A simple example of a scenario in which cycles can form is illustrated in Fig. 17 . Both node B and node C decide to initiate a tree restructure. Node B replaces edge AB with edge EB, i.e., disconnecting from the old parent A and reconnecting to the tree by attaching to the new parent E. Simultaneously (or nearly simultaneously), C changes its parent in the tree from A to D. Unfortunately, because B's tree restructuring makes it a descendant of C, when C's tree restructuring makes C a descendant of B, a cycle is formed (as well as making the "tree" disconnected).
It is easy to see that the cycle (and disconnectivity) is caused by B and C both attaching to each other's descendants. However, the connected tree topology is preserved if only B attaches to C's subtree (or vice versa), or if both attach to respective new parents not in their subtrees.
Generalizing this reasoning leads to the observation that during the tree restructure process of any node u, as long as it does not allow another restructor to attach to its (u's) subtree, no cycle will be formed.
Thus, we enhance the tree restructure procedure with mechanisms to protect against cycles. We give a high-level overview below and defer the formal presentation to the next section.
When a node u initiates a tree restructure (u is a restructor) to replace its adjacent link uv (it is easier to think of v as u's parent, from now on):
1. u locks its subtree.
) Nodes in u's subtree are in locked mode and cannot accept any requests from other nodes (restructors) to connect to them, i.e., a locked node cannot be the new parent of any restructor. 2. u selects a target t such that replacing uv with link ut improves tree bandwidth. 3. u sends a connect request to t and waits for t's reply.
. If t is locked, due to its ancestor being in the tree restructure process, then t rejects u's request. 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until u finds a node w that accepts the connect request, then u disconnects from v and connects to its new parent w. 5. u unlocks its subtree.
) Nodes in u's subtree can now accept requests from restructors to connect to them. To lock its subtree, u does the following:
. u multicasts a lock message to its subtree, i.e., by sending the message to its children who forward it to their children, and so forth. . Each descendant (node in subtree) sends a ready reply up the subtree and goes into lock mode. . Once u is notified (via the ready replies) that its subtree is locked, it proceeds to select target nodes for connecting to. The message overhead for each tree restructure consists of OðnÞ (including all lock, ready, and unlock messages) messages transmitted, where n is the number of nodes in the tree. However, only a few bits are needed to encode these messages. The total message overhead is hence OðnÞ messages times the number of tree restructures. The number of tree restructures required is the number of simultaneously restructuring nodes times the number of iterations for the distributed algorithm to converge to a steady tree throughput. The former is a parameter that can be varied (in the simulations, we vary it from 1.5 percent to 15 percent); the latter is given in the simulation results in Section 9 and is on the order of 10.
STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAMS
Before we formally present our distributed tree restructuring algorithm (Section 8), we first give an explication of state transition diagrams. In particular, concurrent state diagrams are what we use to model the distributed algorithm. In case e is a shared event and is triggered in one state diagram (say A 1 ), then the other state diagram ðA 2 Þ must also trigger the transition labeled by e.
Single State Diagram
TREE RESTRUCTURING ALGORITHM
We model the distributed tree restructuring using multiple concurrent state diagrams. Each peer executes three state diagrams: locking, mk-restruct, and resp-restruct. The state diagram mk-restruct describes the protocol for initiating a connection to remote peers for tree restructuring. The state diagram resp-restruct describes the protocol for accepting a restructuring request from a peer. Finally, a third state diagram, locking, is used to describe the locking mechanism used so that a peer does not involve itself in two concurrent restructuring sessions.
Making Restructuring Connections
The state diagram mk-restruct is shown in Fig. 18 . Every node u executes this state diagram concurrently. We now trace, in detail, the states and transitions between them.
The initial state of u is the ready state, shown in the diagram as the top leftmost circle with the entrance arrow going into it. In this state, u is ready to initiate a new tree restructuring.
When the recv-restruct event occurs, i.e., u decides to do a tree restructure, u signals self-busy so that u does not initiate another restructure before this one is completed. Then, u locks its subtree by first sending a message to its subtree (snd-lock-st) and waiting for the subtree to be locked (rcv-st-ready).
The next step is to select a target peer node w such that for u to connect to w, the tree bandwidth will improve as a result. Two events may occur to forbid u to connect to w: 1) w is busy-in the process of restructuring itself, or in a subtree locked by an ancestor and 2) w is a descendant of u; u connecting to w would create a cycle.
After the event of connecting successfully to a target peer, u unlocks its subtree (snd-unlock-st) and signals itself to be ready (sig-self-ready) for potentially another tree restructure.
Responding to Restructuring Connections
The state diagram resp-restruct is shown in Fig. 19a . It models the protocol that a node u follows when it receives a connect request from a peer, i.e., u is the target node that another node v selects to connect to during v's restructuring. The entry state is the bold circle on the left in the diagram. Note that this entry state could correspond to any state from the other two state diagrams mk-restruct and locking.
At the event of receiving a connect request (rcv-connect) from v, if u is in the self-busy state, then it will reply to v that it is busy (snd-target-busy). Otherwise, u checks if it is a descendant of v. This is straightforward: Since v must have previously sent a message to lock its subtree (which includes u), v just piggybacks its node ID on the lock message, and its descendants simply record v's ID. Therefore, u can directly check whether it is a descendant of v; if it is, reply accordingly to v (snd-target-is-desc).
If u is neither busy nor in v's subtree, then u will accept the connection from v and return to the entry state.
Node Lock Control
The state diagram locking is shown in Fig. 19b . It models the protocol for a node being locked by one of its ancestors. At the receipt of a locking message, the node signals itself to be selfbusy. In this locked/busy state, any subsequent event of receiving a connect request from a peer (rcv-connect) is rejected. Also, every subsequent event of deciding to initiate a tree restructure (rcv-restruct) is also not implemented, while in the locked/busy state.
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM
We present here the performance evaluation of our distributed tree restructuring algorithm. We implemented, using Java, an event-based simulator to conduct simulation experiments of the algorithm. The network topology is again generated by the BRITE topology generator. The overlay network is constructed by simply selecting a subset of nodes with the smallest degrees.
In Fig. 20 , the convergence rate of the centralized algorithm using Node-LCC is compared with the convergence rate of the distributed algorithm using Node-LCC. For the distributed algorithm, convergence rates are shown for different values of the percentage of restructuring nodes: 1.5 percent, 5 percent, 10 percent, and 15 percent. It can be seen from the graph that for the lowest percentage of 1.5 percent and the highest percentage of 15 percent, the distributed algorithm does not converge to the steady throughput of the centralized algorithm (but converges to a lower throughput). However, the distributed algorithm does converge to the centralized steady throughput for both 5 percent and 10 percent, values in between the low (1.5 percent) and the high (15 percent). For 10 percent, the distributed convergence is even faster than the centralized. This is a result of the inherent parallelism in the distributed algorithm: Multiple nodes can restructure at the same time, thereby increasing the rate of converging to the steady (highest) throughput.
The objective is clearly to achieve the highest possible steady throughput; therefore, it is of interest to investigate further the effect of the percentage of restructuring nodes on the steady throughput. We vary the percentage from 1 to 20 and plot the steady throughput achieved by the distributed algorithm, as shown in the top graph in Fig. 21 . Clearly, the low and the relatively high percentages do not do as well as those in the middle, e.g., from 3 percent to 12 percent. The encouraging observation is that the throughput performance is the best for all the percentages between 3 and 12, that is, the best performance can be consistently achieved for a relatively large range of percentage values. Therefore, percentages can be selected for the distributed algorithm from that range, without concerns of the performance being sensitive to small perturbations in the selected parameter value.
The lower graph in Fig. 21 plots the number of iterations needed to reach 70 percent of the steady-state throughput versus the percentage of restructuring nodes.
It demonstrates that for the range of percentages [3, 12] , the number of iterations needed is quite low, around 5.
Finally, we experimented with various network sizes, setting the percentage of restructuring nodes to 10 percent. In the top graph in Fig. 22 , the network size is varied from 100 to 4,000, and we plot the ratio of distributed steady-state throughput over centralized steady throughput. For all network sizes, the centralized steady throughput is reached by the distributed algorithm. In a few cases (e.g., network size ¼ 2;000), the distributed steady throughput even exceeds the centralized. This demonstrates that the convergence and throughput performance of the distributed algorithm is consistently good for all network sizes and is not affected by increasing network sizes.
We compare convergence times of the distributed and centralized algorithms to achieve 70 percent of the steadystate throughput. The ratio of distributed over centralized convergence time is plotted against the network size. For all but two network sizes, the distributed algorithm converges faster than the centralized algorithm (to 70 percent of steady-state throughput). The slower convergence at network size of 2,000 can probably be explained by the higher distributed steady-state throughput for that size, as seen in the top graph in Fig. 22 . In this paper, we have studied the problem of highbandwidth overlay multicast in overlay networks with LCCs. We showed that the problem is NP-complete and proposed a heuristics algorithm. Extensive simulations showed that our heuristics algorithm is able to attain nearoptimal performance using LCC, even with the restricted node-based LCC. The algorithm also demonstrated fast convergence and scalability. Using node-based LCC, we also developed a fully distributed, scalable, fast-converging algorithm for obtaining multicast trees that have as high steady-state throughput as for the centralized algorithm.
